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Segmentation of Monologues in Audio Books for
Building Synthetic Voices

Kishore Prahallad and Alan W. Black

Abstract—One of the issues in using audio books for building a synthetic
voice is the segmentation of large speech files. The use of the Viterbi al-
gorithm to obtain phone boundaries on large audio files fails primarily
because of huge memory requirements. Earlier works have attempted to
resolve this problem by using large vocabulary speech recognition system
employing restricted dictionary and language model. In this paper, we pro-
pose suitable modifications to the Viterbi algorithm and demonstrate its
usefulness for segmentation of large speech files in audio books. The ut-
terances obtained from large speech files in audio books are used to build
synthetic voices. We show that synthetic voices built from audio books in
the public domain have Mel-cepstral distortion scores in the range of 4–7,
which is similar to voices built from studio quality recordings such as CMU
ARCTIC.

Index Terms—Audio books, forced-alignment, large speech files, text-to-
speech (TTS).

I. INTRODUCTION

Current text-to-speech (TTS) systems use speech databases such as
CMU ARCTIC [1]. These speech databases consist of isolated utter-
ances which are short sentences or phrases such as “He did not rush in.”
and “It was edged with ice..” These utterances are selected to optimize
the coverage of phones. Such utterances are not semantically related
to each other, and possess only one type of intonation, i.e., declara-
tive. Other variants of intonation corresponding to paragraphs and ut-
terances such as wh-questions (what time is it?), unfinished statements
(I wanted to…), yes/no questions (Are they ready to go?) and surprise
(What! The plane left already!?), are typically not captured.

A prosodically rich speech database includes intonation variations;
pitch accents which make words perceptually prominent, as in, I didn’t
shoot AT him, I shot PAST him; and phrasing patterns which divide
an utterance into meaningful chunks for comprehension and natural-
ness. Development of a prosodicially rich speech database requires a
large amount of effort and time. An alternative is to exploit story style
monologues in audio books which already encapsulate rich prosody
including varied intonation contours, pitch accents, and phrasing pat-
terns. However, there exist several research issues in using audio books
for building synthetic voices. A few of them are as follows.

Segmentation of monologues: Monologues in audio books are
long speech files. The issue in segmentation of large speech files
is to align a speech signal (as large as 10 hours or more) with
the corresponding text to break the speech signal into utterances
corresponding to sentences in text and/or provide phone-level
time stamps.
Detection of mispronunciations: During the recordings, a speaker
might delete or insert at syllable, word, or sentence level and thus
the speech signal may not match with the transcription. It is impor-
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tant to detect these mispronunciations using acoustic confidence
measures so that the specific regions or the entire utterances can
be ignored while building voices.
Features representing prosody: Another issue is the identifica-
tion, extraction and evaluation of representations that characterize
the prosodic variations at sub-word, word, sentence, and para-
graph level. These include prosodic phrase breaks and emphasis
or prominence of specific words during the discourse of a story.

In this paper, we deal with the problem of segmentation of mono-
logues. Typically, segmentation can be accomplished by force-aligning
an entire utterance with its text using the Viterbi algorithm. However,
such solution fails for utterances longer than a few minutes, since
memory requirements of the Viterbi algorithm increase with the
length of utterances. Hence, earlier works break long speech files into
smaller segments using silence regions as breaking points [2]. These
smaller segments are given to an automatic speech recognition (ASR)
system to produce hypothesized transcriptions. As the original text of
utterances is also available, the search space of ASR is constrained
using �-grams or finite state transducers based language model [3],
[4]. In spite of search space being constrained, the hypothesized
transcriptions are not always error-free; especially at the border of
small segments where the constraints represented by language models
are weak [4], [5]. Apart from practical difficulty in implementing this
approach in the context of a TTS system, it strongly implies that a
speech recognition system should be readily available before building
synthetic voices.

In this paper, we propose an approach based on modifications to the
Viterbi algorithm to process long speech files in parts. Our approach
differs significantly from the works in [2]–[4], as we do not need a large
vocabulary ASR, or employ language models using �-grams or finite
state transducers to constrain the search space. Since the proposed ap-
proach is based on modifications to the Viterbi algorithm, it is suitable
for languages (especially for low resource languages), where ASR sys-
tems are not readily available. Other applications include highlighting
text being read in an audio book.

II. VITERBI ALGORITHM (FA-0)

Let � � �������� ������� � � � � ����� �� be a sequence of observed
feature vectors1 extracted from an utterance of � frames. Let
� � ��� � � � � �� � � � � �� be a state sequence corresponding to the se-
quence of words in text of the utterance. A forced-alignment technique
aligns the feature vectors with the given sequence of words using a
set of existing acoustic models.2 The result is a sequence of states
�	���� 	���� � � � � 	�� �� unobserved and hidden so far, corresponding
to the observation sequence � . The steps involved in obtaining this
unobserved hidden state sequence are as follows.

Let 
��������	��� � �� denote the emission probability of state
� for a feature vector observed at time � and � � � � � , where
� is the total number of states. Let us define ����� � 
�	��� �
�� ������� ������� � � � � �������. This is the joint probability of being in state �
at time �, having observed all the acoustic features up to and including
time �. This joint probability could be computed frame-by-frame using
the recursive equation

����� �
�

����������
��������	��� � �� (1)

1Speech signal is divided into frames of 10 ms using a frame shift of 5 ms.
Each frame of speech data is passed through a set of Mel-frequency filters to
obtain 13 cepstral coefficients.

2The acoustic models used to perform segmentation of large audio files are
built using about four hours of speech data collected from four CMU ARCTIC
speakers (RMS, BDL, SLT, and CLB).
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Fig. 1. Alpha matrix obtained for the alignment of feature vectors cor-
responding to utterance of “���������” with the HMM state sequence
corresponding to phones /b/, /aa/, /pau/, /s/, and /aa/. The markers on the time
axis indicate manually labeled phone boundaries.

where ���� � ������ � ����� � �� � ��. Note that (1) indicates sum
of paths, and it transforms to the Viterbi algorithm if the summation is
replaced with a max operation, as shown as

����� � ���
�
�������������������������� � ��	 (2)

The values of ���� and ������������� � �� are significantly less than 1.
For large values of �, ���	� tends to zero exponentially, and its compu-
tation exceeds the precision range of a machine. Hence, ���	� values
are scaled with term �
�����������, at every time instant �. This nor-
malization ensures that values of ���	� are between 0 and 1 at time �.

Given ��	� values, a backtracking algorithm is used to find the best
alignment path. In order to backtrack, an additional variable � is used
to store the path as follows:

����� � ��	���
�

������������� (3)

where ����� denotes a state at time ��� �� which provides an optimal
path to reach state � at time �. Given ��	� values, a typical backtracking
for forced-alignment is as follows:

��� � � (4)

���� ���������
 ���� � � � � �� � � �� � � � � �	 (5)

It should be noted that we have assigned ��� � �  . This is a constraint
in the standard implementation of forced-alignment which aligns the
last frame ������ to the final state  . An implied assumption in this con-
straint is that the value of �� �� is likely to be maximum among the
values ��� ���� for � � � �  at time � . The forced-alignment
algorithm implemented using (4) and (5) is henceforth referred to as
FA-0. In order to provide a visualization of the usefulness of (4), let
us consider the following example. A sequence of two syllables sepa-
rated by a short pause, as in “���������,” is uttered and feature vec-
tors are extracted from the speech signal. This sequence of feature vec-
tors is forced-aligned with a sequence of HMM states corresponding to
phones /b/, /aa/, /pau/, /s/, and /aa/. Fig. 1 displays the values in alpha
matrix (HMM states against time measured in frames) obtained using
(2). The dark band in Fig. 1 is referred to as beam and it shows how
the pattern of values of � closer to 1 is diagonally spread across the
matrix. From Fig. 1, we observe that at the last frame �� � ���, the

Fig. 2. (a) Alpha matrix obtained for the alignment of feature vectors cor-
responding to utterance of “�������” with the HMM state sequence corre-
sponding to phones /b/, /aa/, /pau/, /s/, and /aa/. (b) Alpha values of all states
at the last frame �� � ����.

last HMM state � � ��� has highest value of � thus justifying the
use of (4) in standard backtracking.

III. MODIFICATIONS TO THE VITERBI ALGORITHM

The constraint of forcing ��� � �  is useful when we have the
prior knowledge that the sequence of feature vectors � is an emis-
sion of the state sequence �. However, such constraints need to be
modified when the state sequence � emits � � � � , where � � �
�������� ������� � � � � ����� ���, � � � � , and when the state sequence �� �
� emits � , where �� � ��� � � � � �� � � � �  ��,  � �  . Such situa-
tions arise in processing large speech files in parts (see Section IV for
more details). The following subsections describe the proposed modifi-
cations to the Viterbi algorithm to handle situations of �� � � emitting
� and � emitting � � � � .

A. Emission by a Shorter State Sequence (FA-1)

Given that � is an emission sequence for a corresponding sequence
of states �� � �, the backtracking part of forced-alignment can be
modified as follows:

��� � � ��	���
�����

��� ���� (6)

���� ���������
 ���� � � � � �� � � �� � � � � �	 (7)

Equation (6) poses the modified constraint that the last frame ����� �
could be aligned to a state which has the maximum value of� at time� .
This modified constraint allows the backtracking process to pick a state
sequence which is shorter than �. The forced-alignment algorithm im-
plemented using (6) and (7) is henceforth referred to as FA-1. In order
to examine the suitability of (6), the feature vectors corresponding to
utterance of “�������” are force-aligned with the HMM state sequence
corresponding to phones /b/, /aa/, /pau/, /s/, and /aa/. Fig. 2 (a) displays
the alpha matrix of this alignment. It should be noted that the dark band
in Fig. 2(a)—the beam of alpha matrix—is not diagonal. Moreover, at
the last frame �� � ���, the last state � � ��� does not have
highest value of �. Thus, (4) will fail to obtain a state sequence ap-
propriate to the aligned speech signal. From Fig. 2(b), we can observe
that the HMM state 9 has highest alpha value at the last frame, and (6)
can be used to pick HMM state 9 automatically as the starting state of
backtracking. Thus, the use of (6) and (7) provides a state sequence,
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Fig. 3. (a) Alpha matrix obtained for the alignment of feature vectors corre-
sponding to utterance of “���������” with the HMM state sequence corre-
sponding to phones /b/, /aa/, and /pau/. (b) Alpha values of the last state �� � ��
for all frames.

which is shorter than the originally aligned state sequence, but has an
appropriate match with the aligned speech signal.

B. Emission of a Shorter Observation Sequence (FA-2)

When a given state sequence � emits a sequence � � � � , the
backtracking part of forced-alignment can be modified as follows. Let
� � � � be the length of � �. To obtain the value of � �, the key is to ob-
serve the values of ����� for all �. If � � �� � � then �� ��� � �,
and as ��� � � then ������� �.3 This property of state� could be ex-
ploited to determine the value of � �. Equation (8) formally states the
property of state � , and could be used to determine the value of � �.

����� �
� � � � � � � �

� � � � � �.
(8)

Given � � � � , the backtracking algorithm is modified as follows:

��� �� �� (9)

���� �	�������� ���
 � � �
� � �
 � � � 
 �� (10)

Equation (9) poses the modified constraint that the last state� could be
aligned to a feature vector at time � � � � , where � � denotes the length
of � � by satisfying (8). The modified constraint in (9) allows the back-
tracking process to pick an observation sequence which is shorter than
� . The forced-alignment algorithm implemented using (9) and (10) is
henceforth referred to as FA-2. In order to examine the suitability of
(9), the feature vectors corresponding to utterance of “������” are
force-aligned with the HMM state sequence corresponding to phones
/b/, /aa/, and /pau/. Fig. 3(a) displays the alpha matrix of this alignment.
From Fig. 3(b), it is observed that the time instant at which the alpha
value for the last state �� � �� reaches 1 also denotes the length of
shorter observation sequence (“�����”). Thus, (9) and (10) can be
used to pick a shorter observation sequence corresponding to the state
sequence used for alignment.

3From (2), it is trivial to observe that a state � achieves an alpha value of 1 at
time �, only if it is highly likely to be observed at �. This is dictated by the terms
��� �	 �
�� � and ������������� � ��. The alpha value of state � being
1 at time  implies that the state � is highly likely to be observed at  , and
thus the length of observation sequence � is  .

IV. SEGMENTATION OF A LARGE AUDIO FILE

So far, we have discussed the modifications to the Viterbi algorithm
to handle cases of �� � � emitting � , and � emitting � � � � . In
this section, these modifications are shown to be useful in processing
large speech files. Two different methods to process large speech files
are described below.

A. Segmentation Using FA-1 (SFA-1)

In this method, the large speech file is sliced into chunks of �� sec-
onds. To begin with, the first chunk of speech is force-aligned with a se-
quence of words from the beginning of text. The unknown variable here
is the length of this sequence. To resolve this issue, we overestimate the
length based on average speaking rate of three words per second. Thus,
a longer sequence of words is force-aligned with the chunk of speech.
This leads to the case of �� � � emitting � , which could be han-
dled by FA-1. The result of using FA-1 is the correct length of word
sequence corresponding to the first chunk of speech. This process is
repeated until the end of large speech file. This method of segmenting
a large audio file using FA-1 is henceforth referred to as SFA-1. The
formal description of SFA-1 is as follows.

Let� denote a large audio book and 	����
 � � � 
 ����
 � � � 
 ����

denote the sequence of words present in �. Let
	������
 � � � 
 ������
 � � � 
 ����� �
 be the sequence of � feature vectors
extracted from �. Let �� denote the number of frames in a chunk
of �� seconds of speech. The value of �� is 30 seconds in this
experiment, and the choice of this value is not critical. Let �� denote
the number of words in �� seconds, estimated as �� � � � �� � �,
where � � 	 indicates a speaking rate of three words per second. The
value of � � ��
 is chosen such that the estimate of �� is higher than
the actual number of words in �� seconds of speech. The sequence of
steps involved in SFA-1 is as follows.

1) � � �, � � �.
2) Let � � 	������
 ����� � �� � � � 
 ����� � �� �
 and let � �
	����
��� � ��
 � � � 
 ��� � ���
. A sentence HMM rep-
resenting � is constructed such that it introduces an optional
silence model between every word. This optional silence HMM
model helps to capture any pauses inserted by the speaker be-
tween two adjacent words.

3) Force-align � with a sentence HMM of � using FA-1. Let
����
 ��� � ��
 � � � 
 ��� � �� � be the state sequence obtained
as a result of forced-alignment between � and � . In FA-1, the
observation vector ����� � �� � is aligned to a state ��� � �� �,
which has the maximum alpha value at time ��� �� �.

4) Note that the speech block � is an ad hoc block considered
without any knowledge of pause/word/sentence boundary. Thus,
the state ��� � �� � need not be an ending state of a word
HMM and hence only an initial portion of state sequence is
considered. Let � be the minimum non-negative integer value
�� � �� such that ��� � �� � �� is an ending state of a word
HMM in the vicinity of ������ �. Considering the state sequence
	����
 ������
 � � � 
 ���������
, the corresponding sequence of
words� �	����
������
 � � � 
 ������

��
 is obtained, where
��

� � �� . Starting from����, a word�������

�� is located such
that there exists a pause �� �
� ms� after the word ���� ���

��,
where ���

� � ��

� . Let ���

� be the number of frames aligned with
the word sequence 	����
���� ��
 � � � 
 ���� ���

��
.
5) � � � � ���

� , � � � � ���

� .
6) Repeat the steps 2–6 until the end of �.

B. Segmentation Using FA-2 (SFA-2)

In this method, the text of large speech file is divided into paragraphs.
In an audio book, the text is naturally arranged in paragraphs. Each
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paragraph consists of one or more sentences, and usually deals with a
single thought or topic or quotes a character’s continuous words. Let �
consist of a sequence of � paragraphs ������ � � � � ����� � � � � �����.
The words in first paragraph ���� are force-aligned with first �� sec-
onds of speech data. As �� is not known a priori, we overestimate its
value. Thus, a longer speech chunk is force-aligned with the words in
����. This leads to the case of � emitting � � � � , which could be
handled by FA-2. The result of FA-2 is the correct length of speech
chunk corresponding to words in first paragraph ����. This process is
repeated for the remaining paragraphs until the end of text. The method
of segmenting a large audio file using FA-2 is henceforth referred to as
SFA-2. The sequence of steps involved in SFA-2 is as follows.

1) � � �, � � �.
2) Let 	 � ������ ��� � ��	.
3) A heuristic estimate of duration of 	 is defined as �� � 
� � ��,

where 
� is the number of phones in utterance 	 and �� denotes
the duration of a phone. The value of �� is chosen as 0.13 seconds
such that the estimated value of �� is higher than the actual du-
ration of the utterance 	 . Let 
� denote the number of frames in
�� seconds and let � � �������� ����� � �� � � � � ����� � 
� �� denote
the sequence of feature vectors.

4) Force-align � with the sentence HMM representing 	 using
FA-2. As a result of this forced-alignment, the shorter observa-
tion sequence �������� ����� � �� � � � � ����� � 
�

��� emitted by 	 is
obtained, where 
�

�  
� .
5) Given that 	 is force-aligned with a longer observation sequence,

the ending portion of alignment may not be robust—for example,
the silence HMM model at the end of 	 might observe a few
observation vectors of next utterance ����
�, especially if ����

� begins with a fricative sound. Hence, the observation sequence
�������� ������ �� � � � � ������ 
��

� �� corresponding to utterance ����
alone is considered, where 
��

�  
�

� .
6) � � � � 
��

� , � � � � �.
7) Repeat steps 2–6 until �  � .
8) In order to obtain phone boundaries for the last utterance

���� perform forced-alignment of ���� with �������� ����� �
�� � � � � ����� �� using FA-0.

V. EVALUATION

To evaluate SFA-1 and SFA-2, we have used the speech databases
of RMS from the CMU ARCTIC [1] and EMMA from Librivox [6].
The RMS speech database consists of 1132 utterances corresponding
to 1132 paragraphs in text. Here, each paragraph contains only one
sentence. For our experiments, 1132 utterances were concatenated
to create an artificial large speech file, henceforth referred to as �� .
The duration of �� is 66 minutes. It could be argued that an artificial
long speech file may not represent a distribution of pauses in an
authentic long speech file. To enable such comparison, around 45
minutes of speech data from a story—first three chapters of EMMA in
Librivox—was hand labeled with beginning and ending of sentences.
This database is referred to as ��. Segmentation of long speech files
can be evaluated in the following ways.

• Boundaries of utterances: The utterance boundaries obtained au-
tomatically from long speech files can be compared with hand la-
beled utterance boundaries in EMMA ���� or known utterance
boundaries in RMS ����. This evaluation methodology is referred
to as ��.

• Phone boundaries: The phone boundaries obtained automatically
from long speech files can be compared with phone boundaries ob-
tained from FA-0 (forced-alignment of utterances with their para-
graph-length text). This evaluation methodology is referred to as
�
.

TABLE I
EVALUATION OF SFA-2 ON RMS �� � AND EMMA �� � USING �� AND ��.

MEAN ��� AND STANDARD DEVIATION ��� ARE IN MILLISECONDS

It is important to note that SFA-2 segments long speech files into utter-
ances corresponding to paragraphs in text, and hence it could be eval-
uated for �� and �
. SFA-1 segments long speech files into chunks
of 1–30 seconds long. These chunks need not correspond to paragraph
length utterances and hence SFA-1 does not allow its chunks for ��
and �
 evaluations. However, evaluation of SFA-1 can be done using
Mel-cepstral distortion (see Section VI for details).

Table I shows �� and �
-based evaluation of SFA-2 on RMS and
EMMA. The results of �� for EMMA indicate that the mean (138 ms)
and standard deviation (88 ms) of difference in boundary locations is
higher for naturally long speech files than that of RMS. This is due to
pauses at the beginning and ending of utterances in RMS are short. They
are also not representative of a true distribution of pauses, as occurring
in naturally long speech files. However, the implication of this higher
difference is less significant as observed from the results of �
, which
measures the difference between phone boundaries of SFA-2 and FA-0.
The results of �
 for EMMA �� � 
� ms� � � �
 ms� indicate a
reasonable agreement of SFA-2 with FA-0 on phone boundaries. This
suggests that the difference in boundary locations of SFA-2 and hand
labeled data as measured by�� is in the pause regions at the beginning
and ending of utterances, and has lesser effect on phone boundaries.
From the results of �� and �
 on RMS ���� and EMMA ����, it can
be argued that segmentation of long speech files can be obtained using
modifications to the Viterbi algorithm.

VI. BUILDING VOICES FROM AUDIO BOOKS

The methods of segmenting long speech files using SFA-1 and
SFA-2 are implemented as a package named INTERSLICE. This is
integrated in FestVox (www.festvox.org), which is an open source
toolkit for building synthetic voices. The process of building synthetic
voices using audio books, INTERSLICE and FestVox is as follows.

• Use INTERSLICE for segmentation of long speech files in audio
books.

• The output of SFA methods in INTERSLICE is beginning and
ending boundaries of utterances as well as phone boundaries
in these utterances. The acoustic models used in INTERSLICE
to obtain these phone boundaries are speaker-independent. It
is known that speaker-dependent acoustic models are better
than speaker-independent to obtain phone boundaries [7]. Also,
optimizing phone boundaries is important for statistical speech
synthesis such as CLUSTERGEN [8]. Hence, the output of
INTERSLICE pertaining to only utterance boundaries is used.

• Given the utterances and the corresponding text, CLUSTERGEN
engine in FestVox builds a synthetic voice. An important step in
building a CLUSTERGEN voice is to obtain phone and HMM
state level boundaries in the utterances [9]. This is accomplished
by using flat-start initialization in Baum–Welch training of
speaker-dependent HMMs.

As an initial experiment, we collected 17.35 hours of recordings of
EMMA, henceforth referred to as ��. We downloaded the associated
text from the Project Gutenberg, and added text at the beginning and
end of each chapter to match the introductions and closings made by
the speaker. The text was arranged into 2693 paragraphs. Both SFA-1
and SFA-2 were applied on ��, and CLUSTERGEN voices were built
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TABLE II
MCD SCORES OBTAINED ON TTS VOICES OF EMMA �� � � �, PRIDE AND

PREJUDICE �� �, WALDEN �� � AND Sense AND SENSIBILITY �� �. HERE

THE SUPERSCRIPTS AND INDICATE THE USE OF SFA-1 AND SFA-2,
RESPECTIVELY

TABLE III
DND LISTENING TESTS ON � AND �

[9]. Let � �

� , � �

� denote the TTS voices built from �� using SFA-1 and
SFA-2, respectively.

Table II shows the Mel-cepstral distortion (MCD) scores obtained on
TTS voices of � �

� and � �

� . MCD is a widely used objective measure
in speech coding, voice conversion, and statistical parametric speech
synthesis [10]–[12]. This measure can be viewed as an approximate
log spectral distance between the synthetic speech and natural speech.
As the MCD decreases, the corresponding voice quality is found to be
perceptually better [12]. It is empirically observed that studio quality
recordings such as CMU ARCTIC have MCD scores in the range of
4–7 [9], [10]. Thus the MCD scores 5.09 and 5.04 obtained on � �

� and
�

�

� , respectively, indicate that the output of methods SFA-1 and SFA-2
is useful for building synthetic voices. Table III shows the results of
listening tests conducted on � �

� and � �

� . A set of five speakers (hence-
forth referred to as subjects) participated in the listening test. A set of
ten utterances were synthesized from these two voices. Each subject
was asked to listen to an utterance synthesized by �

�

� and compare
it against the utterance of same text synthesized by �

�

� . The subject
was asked whether there is a difference or no-difference in the pair of
utterances. We henceforth refer to this listening test as DND (differ-
ence-no-difference) test. The results indicate that in 33 out of 50 utter-
ances, the subjects did not perceive any difference between the voices
�

�

� and � �

� . The subjects perceived a difference between � �

� and � �

�

in 17 out of 50 utterances. A subset of these 17 utterances were manu-
ally analyzed, and a difference of 500 ms was found in the duration of
these utterances. Each of these utterances is approximately 30 s long.
CLUSTERGEN predicts duration of phones based on contextual fea-
tures, and this prediction is learnt based on duration of phone bound-
aries observed in the training set. Given that the voices being examined
here have different duration models, it is difficult to pinpoint reasons
for variations in predicted durations of phones. Other than these minor
variations in durations, we did not perceive any difference in the spec-
tral quality of voices.

To demonstrate that the algorithms in INTERSLICE are directly
applicable to different audio books, we have selected three more audio
books from Librivox. Let ��, �� , �� denote the audio books of Pride
and Prejudice, Walden, Sense and Sensibility. On these audio books,
INTERSLICE was used to segment large speech files using SFA-2
method. Let ��, �� , �� denote the CLUSTERGEN voices built from
��, �� and ��, respectively. Table II shows that the MCD values
obtained for ��, �� , and �� are in the acceptable range of 5–7. This
experiment demonstrates that the algorithms used in INTERSLICE are
directly applicable to several audio books without any modifications.

TABLE IV
EXAMPLE UTTERANCES FROM SFA-1 AND SFA-2 ON EMMA

A. SFA-1 (Speech-Driven) Versus SFA-2 (Text-Driven)

While both SFA-1 and SFA-2 perform segmentation of long speech
files, there are differences in the output of these methods. SFA-2
segments the long speech files into utterances corresponding to
paragraphs in text. As discussed earlier, a paragraph could be one or
more sentences expressing a single thought or character’s continuous
words. The definition of a paragraph is not critical here, but it is
important to understand that utterances obtain from SFA-2 corre-
sponds to boundaries of grammatical units (sentences) and logical
units (thoughts, character’s turns, etc.) as shown in Table IV. Such
segmentation is useful for modeling prosody at sentence and paragraph
level, especially in text-to-speech. On the contrary, SFA-1 segments
the long speech file into chunks of 1–30 seconds as shown in Table IV.
These chunks may or may not be complete sentences. Hence, they
may provide inaccurate representation of sentence boundaries and
the corresponding prosodic boundaries. The input to TTS systems
is sentences or paragraphs. Hence, modeling prosody at sentence or
paragraph level helps to incorporate the same during synthesis. Thus,
it is preferred to use the output of SFA-2 for prosody modeling in
text-to-speech, as it provides paragraph length utterances.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed modifications to the Viterbi al-
gorithm and shown that the proposed methods (speech-driven and
text-driven) could be employed to segment large speech files. These
methods are applicable when there is a good match between the text
and speech, with almost no disfluencies and pronunciation mistakes;
and are helpful especially for languages where a speech recognition
system is not readily available. However, we assume the existence
of speech databases (of 1-2 hours long similar to CMU ARCTIC) to
pre-train a set of context-independent acoustic models. This require-
ment is easier to fulfill than that of a large-vocabulary ASR.

The algorithms presented in this paper are implemented as a package
named INTERSLICE in FestVox—an open-source toolkit for building
synthetic voices. We have also shown that INTERSLICE can be used
for segmentation of monologues in audio books, and thus synthetic
voices could be built from these audio books. The synthetic voices built
from the audio books in public domain were found to have Mel-cepstral
distortion scores in the range of 4–7, which is similar to voices built
from studio-quality recordings such as CMU ARCTIC.
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